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as Switzerland, and highlighted the need to make equivalence internationally effective by enabling partner countries to collaborate in the working out of agreed guidelines.
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therefore encouraged EU decision-makers to access global capital market expertise by encouraging a dialogue with
and access by strong players in Switzerland, the US, or Asia,
for example, to realize the full potential of EU capital markets.
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need to be promoted more actively in order to change the

be part of the solution? Are there lessons to be learned

public perception of ‘bad’ cross-border financial flows. In addition, achieving more international convergence in regulatory matters, as Mr Saccomanni requested, would also help
to contribute towards open capital markets. Mr Weber finally
pointed out that the regulatory environment for long-term
investments needs a final tweak within the EU to make longterm investments more attractive for players like insurance
companies and pension funds as well as for private investors.
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various previously interesting regions. And although sensible
down due to unprofitability driven by regulatory complexity.
regulation makes clear sense in terms of preventing another financial crisis, overly complex rules result in quite the opposite:
they generate risks, notably in operational terms. Moreover,
there is a trend towards regulatory protectionism and policy
fragmentation, which significantly contributes towards other
challenges faced by financial institutions, thereby impacting
credit extension and growth. Mr. Rohner stressed the need for
greater coordination among legislators, citing the example
of regulatory equivalence between the EU and Switzerland.
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Mr de Larosière does not believe that SMEs will be much
better off under the CMU. He described the two categories of SME in Europe: those that are profitable
and which have no real problem in getting finance;
and those that are not profitable and which have big
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